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Abstract 
We consider ~1, a fragment of the n-calculus where only exchange of private names among 
processes is permitted (internal mobility). The calculus n1 enjoys a simpler mathematical treat- 
ment, very close to that of CCS. In particular, ~1 avoids the concept of substitution. We provide 
an encoding from the asynchronous n-calculus to nI and then prove that two processes are 
barbed-equivalent in n-calculus if and only if their translations in 711 cannot be distinguished, 
under barbed bisimilarity, by any translated static context. The result shows that, in name- 
passing calculi, internal mobility is the essential ingredient as far as expressiveness is concerned. 
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1. Introduction 
By now, the n-calculus [14] is generally recognized as the prototypical algebraic lan- 
guage for describing concurrent systems with dynamic communication linkage. 
Dynamic linkage, also called mobility, is modelled through the passing of channel 
names among processes (name-passing). The expressive power of the n-calculus is 
demonstrated by the existence of simple and faithful translations into the language for 
a variety of computational formalisms, including il-calculus [ 131, higher-order process 
calculi [ 181 and calculi which permit reasoning on the causal or spatial structure of 
concurrent systems [4, 191. 
The price to pay for this expressiveness is a rather complex mathematical theory 
of the 7c-calculus. A source of complications is, above all, the need to take name 
instantiation (or substitution) into account. Input and output at a of a tuple of names 
b are written, respectively, as a(b) .P (input prefix) and a(K) .P (output prefix), with 
P representing the continuation of the prefix. An input and an output prefix can be 
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consumed in a communication, where a tuple of names is passed and used to instantiate 
the formal parameters of the input prefix, thus 
a(Z). P ( a(@ . Q A P{i+} / Q. (*) 
Here {g/Z} denotes the instantiation of names in C with names in b. Name instantiation 
is a central concern in the mathematical treatment of certain process equivalences. For 
instance, bisimilarity in the 7r-calculus comes in several different forms (early, late and 
open), depending on the name instantiation strategy chosen for matching input actions 
[ 14, 16,211, and it is not clear which one should be preferred. Name instantiation also 
complicates the pragmatics of the 7c-calculus, since any implementation has to keep 
track, explicitly (e.g. using environments) or implicitly, of the bindings among names 
created by communications like (*) as the computation proceeds (see e.g. [8]). 
It is therefore natural to seek for fragments of the rc-calculus enjoying a simpler 
treatment of name instantiation, while retaining a non-trivial expressive power. In this 
paper, we examine the calculus 711, a sub-language of the rc-calculus proposed by 
Sangiorgi in [22]. A prominent feature of rc1 is that it avoids using name instantiation 
(other than a-conversion). This fact makes the mathematical treatment and the prag- 
matics of rc1 much simpler than in the n-calculus: indeed, the only extra ingredient of 
~1 over CCS is a-conversion of names. We show that the “asynchronous” variant of 
the rc-calculus [ 11,6,20] can be translated, in a natural way, into rc1. There is a pre- 
cise operational correspondence between source process and translated process. A more 
precise account of our work follows. 
The language r-c1 is obtained from the full n-calculus by imposing the constraint 
that only private names be communicated among processes. Output at a of a tuple _ - 
of private names b is written as (vb)(Z(b) .P), where (vb) is the restriction operator. 
After the interaction, the communicated names remain private: 
a(Z).P 1 (vi;)Z(i;) .Q 5 (&(P@/jl-CJ I Q> (**I 
Since both a(E). and (vb) act as binders for the names C and b, respectively, up to 
a-conversion it is possible to assume in (**) that b =C: thus no name instantiation 
is needed in ~1. The kind of dynamic reconfiguration corresponding to the passing of 
private names is called internal mobility in [22]. 
In rc1 it is impossible to directly describe external mobility, i.e., output of public 
names (or free output), as given by (*). On the other hand, in [22], it has been shown 
that n1 is expressive enough to encode I-calculus and certain forms of strictly higher- 
order process calculi. However, no one of these formalisms exhibits external mobility. 
In particular, in strictly higher-order calculi, no name-passing feature is present, since 
only processes (or abstractions of processes) can be passed around. It is therefore 
natural to wonder whether external mobility, at least in some limited form, can be 
expressed via the internal one. 
In this paper, we consider as a source language the asynchronous rc-calculus, rca, 
introduced by Honda [l l] and Boudol [6]. This is a variant of the n-calculus where: (i) 
the continuation of an output prefix is always the null process (asynchronous output), 
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and (ii) the matching operator, used to test for equalities between names, and the 
non-deterministic summation operator [14] are ruled out. It is meaningful to restrict 
ourselves to asynchronous output prefix because it has been shown that the full output 
prefix can be, in a reasonable sense, encoded in n, [6]. The same holds for a form 
of summation that only uses input guards [ 151. On the other hand, matching seems to 
play a secondary role, as far as expressiveness is concerned (e.g. it is not needed to 
encode A-calculus, higher-order calculi, etc.). The way the presence of matching would 
affect our results is discussed at the end of Section 4. 
We define an encoding, I[ .]I, from n, to n1. The basic idea is that the output of a 
public name b at a, Zib, is replaced, in n1, by the output of a private name x, which 
acts as a reference to a link process from x to b, written x -+ b. Intuitively, x 4 b 
behaves like a buffer with entrance at x and exit at b: however, names transmitted at b 
are not the same as names received at x, as this would require free output, but are, in 
turn, linked to them (the definition of link processes will indeed be recursive). Since 
a link x -+ b transforms outputs at x into outputs at b, a process owning x can trigger 
an output at b by interacting with x -+ b. This approach is somewhat reminiscent of 
Sangiorgi’s factorization theorem for higher-order processes, saying that the output of 
a process can be replaced by the output of a trigger with a private link to a replicator 
of the process [ 181. 
Link processes can be used to naturally encode those rc,-processes in which each 
receiver, say a(x) .P, can only use x in P as an output channel. The subset of rca 
obeying this “inversion of polarity” syntactical condition will be called rca. Then, the 
encoding [.] will be obtained as the composition of two simple translations: one ((I. I}) 
from rca to the intermediate calculus rca, and the other (a. 1) from rta to 7~1. Each of 
these two encodings is proven to establish a close operational correspondence between 
source terms and translated terms, as explained below. 
To study the operational correspondence established by the encoding, we consider 
a variety of semantic equivalences based on barbed bisimilarity [18]. The latter is a 
uniform notion of equivalence among processes, whose definition only relies on the 
existence of a reduction relation (P -L P’) and of an observation predicate on actions 
(P 1 a). Starting from barbed bisimilarity, more refined notions of equivalences can be 
obtained, still in a uniform fashion. In fact, given a family 9 of language contexts, we 
can declare two processes F-equivalent if they are barbed bisimilar whenever plugged 
in any context of P. One of the most significant relations obtained in this way is 
barbed equivalence [18], where static contexts, of the form v&R 1 [.I>, are used. This 
conveys an idea of “contexts as observers” similar to that found in the testing scenario 
of De Nicola and Hennessy [7]. For our encoding, we prove that two processes in 
rca are barbed-equivalent if and only if their translations in ~1 cannot be distinguished 
using translations of static contexts. This result precisely says that n, can be faithfully 
compiled in rc1. An important consequence of this fact is a soundness theorem, saying 
that whenever two translated terms are barbed-equivalent in n1 then the corresponding 
source terms are barbed-equivalent in rc,. These results strengthen the claim of [22]: 
in the rc-calculus, internal mobility is responsible for most of the expressive power, 
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whereas external mobility is responsible for most of the mathematical complications. 
Thus, rc1 seems to be a model of computation more basic than the n-calculus. 
The encoding (I. D is also interesting on its own. The underlying idea is that, when- 
ever a name b is passed, the sender keeps for himself the right of using b as an input 
channel. In the translated process, the receiver is hence passed two things: a “polarized” 
b, which can be only used for output, plus the private address of a channel manager, 
to which all requests of using b as an input channel must be addressed. Thus, all 
subsequent communications along b will have the channel manager as a receiver. This 
seems to suggest that, without losing much expressive power, it should be possible 
to further refine the channel discipline of rci in such a way that each channel, once 
created, has a single, statically localized receiver. This “unique receiver” property is 
particularly desirable for distributed implementation of concurrent languages: it is, for 
example, one of the motivations behind the join-calculus of Foumet and Gonthier [9]. 
But to fully explore this connection is outside the scope of the present paper. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some background 
material on z~, n1 and on the behavioural relations used throughout the paper. Section 3 
presents the encoding from rc8 to 7~:. Section 4 presents the encoding from rca to ~1 and 
some remarks about the matching operator and the observation equivalence semantics. 
The paper ends with a few conclusive considerations in Section 5. 
2. Background 
In this section we introduce the languages rrn,, rca and ~1, 2 their operational semantics 
and some behavioural relations on them. 
2.1. The languages n,, rci and n1 
The name-passing languages rr,, rca and rc1 can be regarded as fragments of a common 
r-c-calculus subset, which we call .P. Below, we shall first describe 9 and then, by 
constraining the output constructs, we shall isolate out of it the fragments of our interest. 
The countable set JV of names is ranged over by a, b,. . . ,x, y,. . . The set of names 
and conames, JfU (7i (a E N}, is ranged over by p. A countable set of agent con- 
stants, each having a non-negative integer arity, is ranged over by A. Processes are 
ranged over by P, Q and R. The subset of the rc-calculus syntax we shall consider 
is built out of the operators of inaction, action prefix, restriction, parallel composition, 
replication and agent constant: 
P:=O ( S ( vaP ( Pl/Pz ( !P 1 A(al,...,ak) 
S:=a(g).P ( Z(;*(b).P 1b(Z).O. 
* Actually, we will introduce the summation-free fragment of ~1, which is enough for our purposes. 
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Table 1 
Operational semantics of 9 (symmetric versions of Par and Corn omitted) 
Act: a.PLP Rep: 
P(!PLP’ 
!PJf+P’ 
P&P’ 
p (VT&j) p, 
Res: 
VCP -Ir, VCP’ ’ 
c @ 0) Open: 
vcp (V~~G p, ’ 
cfa, cE_b-2 
where k is the arity of A. The prefixes a(g)., Z(b). and G(b). are called, respectively, 
input prefix, bound output prefix and (asynchronous) free output prefix and are ranged 
over by cc; in the input prefix a(g) and in the bound output prefix Z(b), the com- 
ponents of g are pairwise-distinct. In the free output Z(K), we omit the surrounding 
brackets ( ) when b has one or zero components. We abbreviate CI. 0 to CI and vavbP 
to (va, b)P. 
Following [22], we have explicitly introduced the bound output prefix Z(b).P: in the 
full rr-calculus, this would only be syntactic sugar for v&?(b). P), when a $ b. 
Input prefix a(b). and restriction va act as binders for names b and a, respectively. 
Free names and bound names of a process P, written fn(P) and bn(P), respectively, 
arise as expected; the names of P, written n(P) are fn(P) U bn(P). Substitutions, ranged 
over by (T, cr’ . . . are functions from N to Jlr; for any expression E, we write Ea for 
the expression obtained applying o to E, while_Eao’ stands for (Eo)a’ and {g/C} 
stands for the substitution which maps C onto b and is the identity elsewhere. We 
assume the following decreasing order of precedence when writing process expressions: 
substitution, prefix, replication, restriction, parallel composition. 
Each agent constant has an associated defining equation, A(xl , . . . ,xk) e P, where k 
is the arity of A, the Xi’s are all distinct and fn(P) C {xl,. . . ,xk}. 
The transition rules for the language operators are given in Table 1. Actions, ranged 
over by ~1, can be of four forms: r (interaction), a(g) (input), v&(g) (output) or a(b) 
(bound output). By convention, we shall identify actions v&(b) and Z(b). Functions 
bn(.), fn(.) and n(.) are extended to actions as expected, once we set bn(a(b))=z 
and bn(v&(g)) =6’. 
Throughout the paper, we shall work up to a-conversion on names so to avoid 
tedious side conditions in transition rules and bisimulation clauses. Therefore: 
l in processes, bound names are assumed to be different from each other and from 
the free names; 
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l cc-equivalent processes are identified. In particular, they are assumed to have the 
same transitions; 
l substitutions do not touch bound names. 
Following Milner [ 121, we only admit well-sorted processes: the sorting is necessary 
to prevent arity mismatching in communications, like in Z(b, c) .P 1 a(x). Q. Moreover, 
substitutions must map names onto names of the same sort. We do not present the 
sorting system because it is not essential to understand the content of this paper. 
We say that a name a occurs in P in input- (resp. output-) subject position if P 
contains a prefix a(b) (resp. Z(Z) or Z(b)) not inside the scope of a binder of a. 
We call: 
l 9’ the above-defined set of rc-calculus processes; 
l rcn, the subset of 9 with no bound output prefixes and no agent constants; 
l rca the subset of rc, in which, for terms of the form a(g). P, no bi E b occurs in P 
in input subject position; 
l rc1 the subset of 9 without free output prefix. 
Each of the subsets rc8, rca and n1 is easily seen to be closed w.r.t. the transition 
relation 5. Note that the language rc1 contains both replication and agent constants: 
contrary to what happens in the rc-calculus, these two primitives are not equivalent in 
rc1 (see [22]). Even though replication can be defined in terms of agent constants, we 
decided to keep it for notational convenience. 
2.2. Behavioural relations on processes 
Weak barbed bisimiliarity and the equivalences based on it [ 181 are the relations we 
are most interested in. In some of the proofs we will, however, use a few auxiliary 
relations: standard (strong and weak) bisimilarities and the expansion preorder. 
In the sequel, we let + be the reflexive and transitive closure of 4, let & be 
+ & +, and let P&Q be P&Q, if ,u#r, and P+Q, if p=r. 
2.2.1. Barbed bisimilarity and equivalence 
Barbed bisimulation [IS] represents a uniform mechanism for defining meaningful 
behavioural equivalences, which relies on two concepts common to different process 
calculi: the reduction relation --L and an observation predicate 1 p. In rc-calculus, we 
say that P commits to a (resp. to Z), and write Pl a (resp. P Ia), if P contains a 
prefix a(g), (resp. Z(g) or Z(b)) which is not underneath another prefix or in the scope 
of a restriction operator vu. This means that P is capable of interacting immediately 
on channel a. We write P J,l p if P is capable of interacting on p possibly after a few 
invisible steps, i.e. if P + J, p. 
Definition 2.1 (Weak barbed bisimilarity). A symmetric binary relation 6% C .c? x 9 
is a weak barbed bisimulation if and only if, whenever PWQ: 
1. P &P’ implies there exists Q’ s.t. Q + Q’ and P’WQ’, and 
2. P 1 p implies Q JJ p, for each p. 
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We say that P and Q are barbed bisimilar, written PC; Q, if and only if PWQ for 
some barbed bisimulation 9. 
Weak barbed bisimilarity is a rather coarse relation. For example, the processes P d&f a 
and QdAf a. b are barbed bisimilar. A way of getting a finer relation is that of “closing” 
+ under a family of language contexts. Indeed, P and Q above are distinguished as 
soon as they are plugged in the context Z 1 [.I. By closing barbed bisimilarity under 
all static contexts, one obtains barbed equivalence. Static contexts are of the form 
(vb)(R 1 [.I), for any b and R. 
Definition 2.2 (Barbed equivalence). For each language .Z E {7ta, &, nI}, we define 
barbed equivalence on 9, -2, as follows: P “~2 Q if and only if for each static context 
(vb)(R 1 [.I) of 9, it holds that (vb)(R 1 P) G (vb)(R I Q). 
From the above definition, it is clear that barbed equivalence is preserved by re- 
striction and parallel composition operators. Indeed, it is easy to prove that =,I is 
a congruence, and we strongly conjecture that the same holds for N%, and N*, . In 
the sequel, we shall omit the subscript dp when it is clear which language wl are 
referring to. 
2.2.2. Standard bisimilarities 
Several forms of bisimulation-based equivalences have been proposed for the IP 
calculus, notably the late, early and open bisimilarities [14, 16,211: the difference 
among these equivalences depends on the specific name instantiation strategy adopted 
for input actions. Here, we take advantage of the fact that, over the subsets of the 
7c-calculus we are interested in (XI, xa and hence rri), these forms coincide with each 
other and with another, simpler form of bisimilarity, called ground3 bisimilarity (see 
also [ 10, 11,20,5]). In the latter, no name instantiation of the input formal parameter is 
required when matching input actions, apart from a-conversion. We recall its definition 
below. 
Definition 2.3 (Strong bisimilarity). A symmetric relation 9? 2 9 x .Y is a strong 
ground bisimulation if whenever PBQ and P A P’ 4 then there exists Q’ s.t. Q & Q’ 
and P’&?Q’. Two processes P and Q are strongly ground bisimilar, written P N Q, if 
P.%‘Q for some strong ground bisimulation 9. 
Some elementary laws for strong bisimulation: 
Proposition 2.4. (1) vx(P I Q) N (vxP) ) Q, if x $ fn(Q); 
(2) !a(v).PNa(y).(P/!a(F).P), ifa$r; 
(3) v~(a.PIni,lai(~i).Qi>-~.v~(Plni,, ai(yi).Qi), if a = a(v) or a =5(v) for 
some v, anda@ZandynF=@ and {ai(iEI}&Z. 
The weak versions of this bisimulation, where one ignores silent steps in match- 
ing transitions, is obtained in the usual way: weak ground bisimilarity is defined by 
3 In [14], ground bisimilarity indicates a different equivalence. 
4 The requirement bn(p) n fn(Q) = 8 IS implicit since we work up-to alpha conversion. 
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replacing in Definition 2.3 the transition Q % Q’ with Q =!+ Q’. We use M for weak 
ground bisimilarity. 
Since we are only interested in the rc, and ~1 fragments of 9, where all the men- 
tioned forms of standard bisimilarity coincide, in the sequel we shall drop the adjective 
“ground” when referring to N and z:. Both N and = are congruences on the fragments 
of the rc-calculus of our interest [ 10, 11,20,5]. 
2.2.3. Expansion preorder 
The expansion relation 5 [3,23] is an asymmetric variant of M which allows one 
to “count” the number of r-actions performed by the processes. Thus, P 5 Q holds 
if P x Q, and Q has at least as many r-moves as P. As for standard bisimilarities, 
different (ground, early, late, open) forms of expansion can be defined on the n-calculus, 
depending on the chosen name instantiation strategy. Again, it is easily seen that all 
these forms coincide on the subsets of the n-calculus of our interest, n, and rc1 (the 
proof parallels that given in [ 10, 11,20,5] for standard bisimilarities). We give below 
the definition of ground expansion preorder, omitting the adjective “ground”. 
Definition 2.5 (Expansion preorder). A relation &? C .C? x 9 is an expansion if P9Q 
implies: 
1. whenever P -f+ P’, there exists Q’ s.t. Q & Q’ and P’9Q’; 
2. whenever Q % Q’, there exists P’ s.t. P -% P’ and P’BQ’. 
We say that Q expands P, written P 5 Q, if PaQ, for some expansion 8. 
For instance, P 5 z. P, but 7.P $ P since z.P has to perform more r-actions than 
P in order to mimic its actions. The relation 5 is indeed a preorder. We often write 
Q 2 P in place of P 5 Q. 
The following proposition summarizes a few properties of the behavioural relations 
considered in the paper, and some useful relationship between them: 
Proposition 2.6. (a) In TC, and rc1, the relations N, M and 5 are preserved by all 
operators and by name instantiation. 
(b) In za, 7~: and ~1, the following is an increasing chain of relations w.r.t. inclu- 
sion: N ) ~,Z,Y,N. 
Proof. Part (a) is standard. For (b), the inclusion z C N is easily derived from the 
congruence properties of M and from the definition of N. All the remaining inclusions 
are straightforward. 0 
3. From za to na 
Let us illustrate informally the way a n,-process can be translated in 7-c:. The basic 
idea is that whenever a name b is passed, the receiver, say R, is also passed the 
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Table 2 
Definition of the encoding Q D, from xa to ni, 
Let p be an injective finite partial function from JV to .N. @‘[)p is defined as: 
def 
&4x).PDp def 
i 
:;y-y$~p,z,x] if p is undefined on a, with z fresh 
v/z@5 / h(x, y). {PDp[y/x]) if p(a) = z, with h, y fresh 
@bDp !z- vz(Z(b,z) jz c-t b) with z fresh QvxPl)p dzf vxQPbp 
uwp $f!f!(lPDp 
Define: {PD ‘!Ef @‘D0. 
(private) address z of an “input manager” process, z ~3 b. The latter receives at z all 
requests of using b as an input channel. In particular, whenever activated at z, z L-) b 
performs the requested input and then gives the control and the result of the input 
operation back at a private return address, h. Hence, all input actions of R at b are 
transformed, via the encoding, into output at z that activate z ~--t b. 
For notational simplicity, below we will first present the encoding for the monadic 
fragment of x,. Hence from now on in the section and until otherwise stated, rca refers 
to the monadic fragment. The polyadic case will be accommodated later. First, the 
formal definition of the input manager process: 
Definition 3.1 (Input manager process). Let z and b be two names. An input manager 
for b at z is the rca-process 
z - b dzf !z(h).b(x,y).x(x,y). 
The encoding 4. D from (monadic) rcn, to (polyadic) rra is defined in Table 2. The 
definition makes use of an auxiliary parameter, p, which is an injective finite partial 
function from A’” to N. Function p is used in the input clause (a(x). P) to record the 
transformation of input actions at x into interactions at z with links of the form z w b. 
The notation p[y/x] denotes the partial function which yields y on x and behaves like 
p elsewhere. Furthermore, ran(p) denotes the set {y: p(x) = y, for some x}. When, in 
some statement, we declare a name to be fresh we mean it is different from any name 
occurring in any process or in any function p previously mentioned in the statement. 
Bound names are always assumed to be fresh. 
Example 3.2. Consider the rca-process P d&f a(x).x(y).j% 1 ab 1 bc and its reductions 
P -I-t b(y).@ 1 be L cu. 
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Let us see how these reductions are mimicked by (lP[): 
UPD = (definition of 4. D) 
4w).W~ I u y’).UWDb’/yl) I w+JJ) Iz - b) I UmJ 
AN (interaction at a, laws for vx) 
vz(vW I ~(Y~.Y’).uPIwlYl) Iz - b) I @CD 
* 
(interaction at 2, laws for vz) 
vG;‘).uWDWyl l ww).~(w)) I VW<@W) I w - c> 
T 
(VW-z)(h(Y~ Y?. UXHYIIYI I J4w) I w - c> 
(interaction at b) 
AN (interaction at h, laws for vh) 
vw(uv4Hr’/Yl{c~ W/Y> Y’) I w L, c) 
j$. 
(laws for VW and def. of (1. D) 
Before proving our main result about Q. D we need to fix a few basic properties of 
this mapping. First, a technical lemma. Parts 1 and 2 state well-known distributivity 
laws for !, due to Milner [12], while parts 3 and 4 are distributivity properties for 
input managers. 
Lemma 3.3. Let P, PI and P2 be processes in nn, such that z may occur free in P, PI 
and P2 only in output-subject position. 
1. vz(!z(x).P 1 PI I P2) N vz(!z(n).P I P,) 1 vz(!z(x).P 1 P2). 
2. vz(!z(x).P) !P1)- ! vz(!z(x).P 1 PI). 
3. vz(z-+ blP, IP2) Nvz(zL)bIPI)Jvz(z*bIP2), wherezfb. 
4. vz(z-+b(!P)w ! vz(z -+ b ( P), where z # b. 
Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are shown by exhibiting the appropriate bisimulation relations 
(see e.g. [12]). Parts 3 and 4 are direct consequences of parts 1 and 2, respectively. 
17 
In the next lemma, part 1 states a simple syntactical property of the encoding, 
while part 2 asserts that an input manager z L) b, if z is hidden, somehow acts as a 
substitution of z with b, but just for those names appearing in input position (therefore, 
when combined with an appropriate substitution for names in output position, z c--) b 
has just the effect of a full substitution). 
Lemma 3.4. Let P be a z,-process, let p be undefined on a and b, let fn(P) fl ran(p) 
= 0. Let z be fresh. 
1. z may appear free in (lPDp[z/a] only in output-subject position. 
2. vz (z q b I Uf’Ddz/~l)@/~~ k UP{b/a)b. 
Proof. Part 1 is proven by a straightforward induction on P. Part 2 is proven by 
induction on P. The output case is trivial, since the parameter p[z/a] is simply ignored. 
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The case or inductive step different from input prefix easily follow from induction 
hypothesis. In particular, in the parallel composition and in the replication cases, we 
first distribute the input manager z of b over subterms (applying part 1 of this lemma 
and parts 3 or 4 of Lemma 3.3) and then use induction hypothesis. 
The most interesting case concerns input prefix, when P = c(x) .P’, for some c 
and P’. We distinguish two situations, namely c # a and c=a (Below, we shall use 
Proposition 2.6 implicitly). 
cfa. According to the definition in Table 2, we distinguish two possibilities: p is 
undefined on c and p(c) = w, for some w. We only deal with the latter, which is a bit 
more difficult. By definition, (lPi)p[z/a] = vh(ii% ( h(x, y).R), where R dAf jP’bp[z/a] 
[y/x]. Rearranging subterms, we can write 
vz(z - b / (lP~p[z/a]){b/a}-vh(iGh 1 vz(z c-) b 1 h(x, y).R){b/a}). (1) 
By Proposition 2.4 (2) and (3), we get 
vz(z - b ( h(x, y) . R) r-., h(x, y).vz(z - b ( R) 
which, when replaced in the RHS of (1 ), yields 
vz(z - b 1 (lPi)p[z/b]){b/a}-vh(wh (h(x, y).vz(z - b 1 R){b/a}). 
This, by definition of R, induction hypothesis and definition of encoding, easily implies 
the thesis for this case. 
c=a. We have 
vz(z - b I U%Wl){b/~)= (definition of {P[)p[z/a]) 
vz(z - b I vKW I~G v>~U~‘Dp[z/~l[y/~l))~bl~~ 
(moving vh to the outermost position, in virtue of Proposition 2.4( 1)) 
v&z - b I Z(h) I h(x, v). UP’Dp[z/~l[y/~l)~b/~~ 
vh;z(z L--) b 1 z(h)) ( 
(distributing z - b, in virtue of part 1 and of Lemma 3.3(3)) 
vz ( z c--t b I h(x, Y>~UP’~p[z/~l[y/~l))~bl~~ 
k (given that vz(z - b I Z(h)) 2 b(x, y).h(x, y)) 
vh(b(x, Y).+, Y) I v= (z c-f b I h(x, v)~U~‘~p[z/~l[y/~l))~b/~~ 
(Proposition 2.4(2) and (3)) 
0, Y)J~(+, Y) I4x, v).vz(z - b I UP’DpEz/~l[y/~l)~bla)) 
2 (induction hypothesis) 
&Y).~@+,Y) I~(x,v>.UP’{b/a}Dp[y/xl) 2 (a simple law for 2 ) 
b(x, Y). UP’{blaHbb/xl 
UP;W4 b 0 
(by definition of 4, D and the fact that p is undefined on b). 
The following proposition shows the tight correspondence between transitions of P 
and transitions of {PD. 
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Proposition 3.5 (Correspondence on transitions). Let P be a z,-process. 
(a) Suppose that P -% PI. Then we have: 
1. p=a(x) implies (IPD ‘2 2 dP’b[y/x], 
2. p = Zb implies jPk “‘%” 2 y ct b / UP/[), with y g! fn(P’), 
3. p = vbab implies (1PD (vb’y)a(b’y) 2 y c--i b ( (IP’D, with y $! fn(P’), 
4. p =z implies jPD -Lt 2 (IP’D. 
(b) Suppose that QPD --% PI. Then there are P’ E q and a such that one of the 
followings holds: 
1. ,u =a(x, y), for some x and y, and P a(x! P’, with PI 2 (lP’[)[y/x]; 
2. p = vyZ(b, y), for some b and y, and P 5 P’, with y $ fn(P’) and PI 2 y 
of b I UP’D; 
3. ,u = (vb, y)?i(b, y), for some b and y, and P 2 P’, with y # fn(P’) and PI 2 y 
q b I @“D; 
4. p=z andPAP’, with PI ~{P’~. 
Proof. Parts l-3 of (a) and (b) are proven by straightforward transition induction. The 
only subtle points arise in the proof of parts (a)(4) and (b)(4), where also Lemma 
3.4(2) is used. We show part (a)(4), since (b)(4) is handled similarly. The proof 
proceeds by transition induction on P -& P’. 
The cases different from Corn easily follow by induction hypothesis. The only non- 
trivial case is when the last rule applied is Corn (we suppose for simplicity that the 
communicated name is free; the case when it is restricted can be easily accommodated): 
Corn : 
p1 3 Pi,P, a(x! P; 
P, 1~2 -I, P; IP;{blx}’ 
where we suppose, as usual, that x is fresh. By applying parts 1 and 2 of this lemma 
to the transitions in the premise of the rule, we have that 
v.G(b,y) 
UPlD - 2 y -+ b( (1P{D with y@fn(Pi) and QPzD ‘(x,y! 2 {PiD[y/x]. (2) 
Note now, that, for any Q, if x @ fn(Q) then {Qb[y/~] = {Qb. This fact is exploited 
in the second line below. We have 
UPI lPzI)L k vy(y~bl UPiD I UP~b/~l{b/x)) (from 2 and Corn) 
= vy(y-+b/(jPi IPib[y/x]){b/x}(x$fn(Pi) and definition of c].D) 
2 UP; I P;WxNp ( Lemma 3.4(2) and x 6 fn(Pi)). 0 
As a consequence of the previous proposition, we get the following correspondence 
on commitments and weak invisible transitions: 
Proposition 3.6. (a) P I p if and only if (IPD 1 p. 
(b) P + P’ implies QPD + 2 UP’); 
(c) (IPD =S PI implies that there is P’ s.t. P + P’ and PI 2 {P’b. 
(d) P J,l p if and only if jP1) AJ p. 
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Proof. Part (a) is a trivial consequence of the previous lemma. Part (d) is a conse- 
quence of parts (a)-(c). Parts (b) and (c) are shown by exploiting Proposition 3.5, 
parts a(4) and b(4), and the properties 5. As an example, we show part (c). 
For some n >, 0 it holds that UPb -% PI. We proceed by induction on n. The case 
IZ = 0 is trivial. If n >O, then for some Q, we have {PD 2 Q L PI. By induction 
hypothesis, we have, for some P” in rc,, 
P + P” with Q 2 {P”). 
From this and Q L PI, we deduce that, for some R in rc,, 
jP”[) 5 R with PI >, R. 
Now, by Proposition 35(b)(4), there is P’ in rcn, s.t. 
pll A p’ with R 2 jP’D. 
Thus, we have found P’ s.t. P + P’ and PI k UP/[), and proved the thesis. 0 
Remark 3.7. In the proof of item (c) of the above proposition the use of the ex- 
pansion relation turns out to be necessary to close up the induction. Had we used 
weak bisimilarity z in place of 2 in the above proof, from Q M UP”1 and Q -% 
PI, we could have only inferred jP”I) + R (in place of the stronger (lP”D L R); 
as a consequence, we could not have applied Proposition 3.5(b)(4) to close up the 
induction. 0 
A simple proof technique for barbed bisimilarity: 
Definition 3.8. A symmetric binary relation 9Z C 9 x 9 is a barbed bisimulation up to 
expansion if, whenever P 9 Q it holds: 
(a) P A P’ implies that there exist PI, Q’ and Qi s.t.: P’ 2 PI and Q + Q’ 2 Q, 
and PlZ!Q,. 
(b) P i p implies Q J,L p. 
Lemma 3.9. If B? is a barbed bisimulation up to expansion then R C_ 5 . 
Proof. Show that the relation 
is a barbed bisimulation. Straightforward. q 
We arrive at the main theorem of the section: 
Theorem 3.10. Let P and Q be processes in 71,. Then P & Q if and only if {PD 
k UQD. 
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Proof. For the “if” part, exploiting the above Proposition 3.6 it is easy to show that 
the relation 
W = {(UPD, UQD): P k Q> 
is a barbed bisimulation up to expansion in rca. 
For the “only if” part, again exploiting the above Proposition 3.6 it is easy to see 
that the relation 
3= {V,Q>: UPD + UQD) 
is a barbed bisimulation up to expansion in 7~~. 0 
As already explained in the introduction, the behavioural equivalence we consider on 
rca is the closure of barbed bisimilarity under the family of translated static contexts. 
Encoding (I. D is applied to static contexts in the expected way: given a static context 
C[.] = (&)(R ) [.I), the translated context jCD[-] is (vb)(@?D 1 [a]). 
Definition 3.11 (~~1 equivalence). Let P and Q be in ~a. We define P ~~1 Q if and 
only if for each static context C[.] in z,, it holds that (lCb[P] S fCb[Q]. 
An easy consequence of the previous theorem is the following corollary, where part 2 
states a relevant soundness property for (I . D. 
Corollary 3.12. Let P and Q be two processes in 71,. 
1. P N Q if and only if UPD ~~1 {QD; 
2. QPD 21 (lQD implies P N Q. 
Proof. Part 1 is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.10, of the congruence properties 
of N and of the compositionality of (I. D for restriction and parallel composition. Part 2 
follows from part 1, given that N C ~~1. q 
Note that Corollary 3.12(2) and the fact that, in rta, x C N (Proposition 2.6) imply 
that we can use M on $, to reason about N on n,: in other words, (JPDx(lQD implies 
P N Q. 
3.1. The polyadic case 
We indicate now the modifications necessary to extend (I. D to the full polyadic 7~~. 
We use the following notations: for Z = (~1,. . , uk) and i? = (VI,. . . , ok), [Z/C] stands for 
[ut/vt] . . . [u&] and U L) i? stands for ~1 c--f VI) -. . (UR c--t Uk. Recall that each name 
has an associated arity, which is the number of parameters it carries. Definition 3.1 
of input manager process and the clauses for input and output prefixes of Table 2 are 
replaced by the following 
z L) b dzf !z(h).b(Z,~).h(Z,~) with h, ;2;? fresh 
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Table 3 
Definition of the encoding 4. ), from nj, to nI 
(P) is defined as: 
40) E 0 
&z).PD g a(x).dPD 43) d&f Z(x).x + b, x fresh 
4PI QPz4PDI 4QQ 4vxPb 5 vx4Pb 
4!PD kf!4PD. 
(la(Z).P~p Ef 4F).u%rm if p is undefined on a, with Z fresh 
v/z@ 1 h(Z,~).{P~p[T/y]) if p(u)=z, with h and j7 fresh 
@(~)DP kf (vZ)(Z(b,Y) IZ’rb) Zi%esh. 
The requirements on the number of the (distinct) components of Z, r and Z are obvious. 
In particular, in the definition of input manager, the number of components of Z and 
of y must equal the arity of name b in the original sorting. The proofs carry over with 
some straightforward notational changes. We omit the details. 
4. From na to n1 
Let us explain informally the second step of our translation, from rca to 7~1. The 
basic idea is that the output of a free name b is replaced by the output of a bound 
name x that points to a link from x to b, x + b. The latter transforms outputs at x 
into outputs at b. Intuitively, x 4 b behaves like a buffer with entrance at x and exit 
at b: however, the name transmitted at b is not the same as the one received at X, but 
just, recursively, linked to it. Link processes have been introduced in [22], where they 
have been used to encode the lazy I-calculus into ~1. 
Definition 4.1 (Link processes, Sangiorgi [22]). Let a and b be two names. A link 
from a to b is the recursively defined xl-process 
u+b + !u(x).T;(y).y+x. 
The encoding 4 . ) from rca to TCI is defined in Table 3. Again, we present he encoding 
for the monadic fragment of rca. From now on, until otherwise stated, we will work in 
monadic rca. The polyadic calculus will be accommodated later. 
Example 4.2. Consider the rc;-process in P dzf a(x) .E c 1 a b 1 b(y) .j% and its reductions 
P -r, bc 1 b(y).j% -ki 31. 
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Let us see how these reductions are mimicked by dPD, using properties of link processes 
which are explained below and established in Lemma 4.3: 
QPD = (definition of 1. b ) 
a(.~).&$ (@x).x t b 1 b(y). @D 
-I-t (interaction at a and definition of @D) 
VX(Y((W).W + c ( x + b) 1 b(y). @ID 
AN (definition of x + b, interaction at x, laws for vx) 
vw(w--tc I %YLY--,~ I b(y).@4 
AN (interaction at b) 
(wJ)(~+~I.Y+J+JI~~D) 
(laws for VW and I) 
In order to prove our main theorem about 4. D, we need to fix a few properties of link 
processes. In the next lemma, part 1 is taken from [22] and says that whenever the exit 
point of one link coincides with the entrance point of another one, and this common 
point is hidden, then the two links are, so to speak, connected. This means that they 
behave as a single link. Part 2 of the lemma states that, under certain conditions, a 
link acts as a substitution. 
Lemma 4.3. (1) Let x and z be difSerent from y. Then vy(x+ y 1 y-iz) 2 x-+z. 
(2) Let P be a process in za and suppose that y does not occur in P in input-subject 
position and that y #a. Then vy(y-+a) dPD> 2 lP{a/y}D. 
Proof. Part (1) is proven by showing that the relation 
w={(x’z, vy(x-+y)y ----f z)): x and z are different from y} 
is an expansion up to context and expansion. Details can be found in [22]. 
Part (2) is proven by induction on P and exploiting part (1). All cases of the 
inductive step are simple. In particular, in the parallel composition and replication 
cases, we exploit the fact that, given that y does not appear in input-subject position 
in P, y can only appear in output-subject position in (PD, which is in 7~1; exploiting 
this fact, we can apply Lemma 3.3(l) and (2), (respectively for parallel composition 
and replication) to distribute the link process y -+ a over the subterms, and then use 
the induction hypothesis. 
The most interesting case is when P = jk, for some c. Then we have (below we 
will implicitly use Proposition 2.6): 
vy(~+alQPD)= VY(Y+~Y@).~+C) 
(definition of 1.1) 
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- vy(y(x).(a(w).w-tx)y--ta)(jqx).x+c) 
(since y --) a N y(x). (Z(W). w ---f x ( y -+ a), by Prop. 2.4(2)) 
>, (vy,x)(a(w).w--tx~y~aJx~c) 
(a simple law for 2) 
-a(w).(vy,x)(w--tx~x-+c~y--ta) 
(Proposition 2.4(2)-(3)) 
N a(w).vx(w-+x 1 vy(x-+c 1 y--+a)) 
(laws for vy) 
d&?- Pt. 
Now, we have to distinguish whether c = y or c # y. If c = y applying part (1) of the 
lemma we get vy(x + c ) y -+a) 2 ~-+a, by which we have 
PI 2 a(w).vx(w-+x~x-,u) 
2 ir(w).w+u (applying part (1) again) 
= U7Y{@/Y)D (definition of 4 . jj). 
If c # y, by simple laws for restriction we get that vy(x + c ( y --+ a) -x -+ c, by which 
we have 
P, N qw).vx(w+x(x~c) 
2 Z(w).w+c (applying paa (1)) 
= aXu/YH (definition of 4.1). 0 
The following proposition shows the tight correspondence between transitions of P 
and transitions of (PD. 
Proposition 4.4 (Correspondence on transitions). Let P be a process in 71:. 
(a) Suppose that P -% P’. Then we have 
1. p =a(~) implies 4~1 n(x!>_ (P’D; 
2. p = Zb implies (PD si(x! 2 x ---f b 1 QP’D, with x @ fn(P’); 
3. p =5(b) implies (PD 2 k vb(x + b ) (P’lj), with x @ fn(P’); 
4. p = z implies (PD Ak CJP’D. 
(b) Suppose that PLP,. Then there are P’ E 71: and a such that one of the folllowing 
holds: 
1. p = u(x), for some x, and P a(x! P’, with PI >, (P’b; 
2. p = a(x), for some x, and either 
2.a) P 2 P’, for some b, with x $ fn(P’) and PI 2 x + b ) QP’D, or 
2.b) P 2 P’, for some b, with x $ fn(P’) and PI 2 vb(x -+ b ) (P’D); 
3. p=z and P A P’, with PI 2 (P’D. 
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Proof. Each part of the lemma is proven by transition induction. The only subtle 
points arise in the proof of parts (a)(4) and (b)(3), where also Lemma 4.3(2) is used. 
As an example, we show part (a)(4), since (b)(3) is handled similarly. The only non- 
trivial case is when the last rule applied for deriving P 5 P’ is Corn (we suppose for 
simplicity that the communicated name is free; the case when it is restricted can be 
easily accommodated): 
By applying parts (a)1 and (a)2 of this lemma to the transitions in the premises of 
the rule, we have that 
(PI) 2i(x!k x+bj @‘;D with x $J! fn(P,‘), and aPzD a(x! 2 aPi). 
Then we have that 
{PI (P2D --% 2 vx(x --) b 1 aP/ (Pi)) (from (3) and Corn) 
2 KPi lP,lHWD (Lemma 4.3(2)). 
= 4Pi IP,'W~~D (since x 6 fn(P{)). Cl 
(3) 
Remark 4.5. Note in the above proof that, since P2 is a rci-process, the name x does 
not appear in Pi in input-subject position: this fact permits applying Lemma 4.3(2). 
This is the point in the technical development where the “inversion of polarity” property 
of rca turns out to be crucial. 
The proof of the next three results is similar to the corresponding proofs for 4 . D. 
Proposition 4.6. (a) P I p if and only if IPD J, p. 
(b) P+ P’ implies QPD + 2 aP’1. 
(c) (PD + PI implies that there is P’ s. t. P + P’ and PI 2 (P’D. 
(d) P&p fand only ifdPDqp. 
Theorem 4.7. Let P and Q be processes in rca. Then P & Q if and only if 4PD 5 (Q). 
The closure of barbed bisimilarity under translation of static contexts of rca, ~~2, is 
defined over ~1 in analogy with ~~1. 
Corollary 4.8. Let P and Q be processes in 7~:: 
1. P-Q ifand only if aPI ~~2 IQ). 
2. 4PD N (QD implies P cv Q. 
4.1. The polyadic case 
In order to extend the encoding 4. ) to polyadic rca, it is enough to replace 
Definition 4.1 of link processes and input prefix and output prefix clauses of Table 3 
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with the following: 
a+b-+!a(xF).b(~).y+Z, with Y,,V fresh 
+r(?).PD ‘% U(?).(P), @&)D s &i).Z-,b, Afresh 
where, for X= (xi ,..., xk) and b=(bl,..., bk), F--b stands forx1+bi 1 ... Ixk-+bk. 
In the definition of link process, the number of components of ? and F must equal 
the arity of a and b, which must be the same. Again, the proofs are easily extended. 
We omit the details. 
Let us define now the encoding I[. ] from polyadic n, to polyadic ~1 as the compo- 
sition of (l.D and a.), thus 
The closure of barbed bisimilarity under translated (via [ .]) static contexts of rt,, ~l~, is 
defined over n1 in analogy with zhi and ~~2. As an easy consequence of (the extension 
to the polyadic case of) Theorems 3.10 and 4.7, of the congruence properties of N over 
rc, and n1 and of the compositionality of [.] for parallel composition and restriction, 
we get: 
Corollary 4.9. Let P and Q be processes in 7~~: 
1. P N Q if and only if [P]I Ntr [Q], 
2. [[PI N [Q] implies P N Q. 
Again, note that Corollary 4.9(2) and the fact that, in ~1, z 5 Y (Proposition 2.6) 
allow us to use = on ~1 to reason about N on rc=: in other words, [P] M[Q~ implies 
P-Q. 
Remark 4.10 (On the matching operator). In this paper we have considered a lan- 
guage without the matching operator, written [a = b], which allows one to test for the 
identity of two names. These are indeed many situations in which it is convenient 
to assume that the observer cannot compare the received names (this is typically the 
case when passing references to objects or considering names with I/O typing, like in 
[17]). For this reason it is meaningful to consider a notion of barbed equivalence in 
which matching is excluded, as we did in the paper. Now, we want to discuss how 
the presence of matching would affect the results presented so far. 
The operational semantics for matching is given by the rule 
PAP’ 
Match : 
[a = a]P Jf-4 P' . 
The extension of our translation to accommodate matching seems to be problem- 
atic. In the first place, in rc1 it is meaningless to consider matching (which is in 
fact ruled out in [22]). The reason is that any two distinct names x and y never 
get instantiated to the same name in 7~1. This is a consequence of the fact that only 
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bound (hence “new”) names are passed around and received. Thus, for example, given 
P dsf ZI 17% 1 a(x).c(y). [x = y]p in rca, we have that P d,l. p, while the (naive) tentative 
translation of P in 711: 
a(x).x+b)c(y).y -,b l4x)&>.[x=YlP 
never commits to p, because the bound names x and y are deemed to remain dif- 
ferent. The problem here is that, in the translated process, we are trying to compare 
the references (x and y) to the received names, instead of the names themselves. 
We seem to need here some kind of “dereferencing” mechanism for link processes, 
which would allow us to access the data pointed to by x and y and compare them. 
But how to achieve this in the context of our translation is far from obvious. Maybe 
rc1 is simply too weak to express matching. 
Remark 4.11 (Non-soundness of (. 1 for z). The following counterexample shows 
that 4.) is not sound for M. Consider the processes in 7~:: 
Pkffq(a,b)(& and QefEq(a,b)ITb 
where 
Eq(a,b) %f!f!a(X).bx 1 !b(x).Zx 
is Honda’s equalizer [ 111. Of course, P $ Q, as P can do an output 8.2 which Q cannot 
reply to. However, dPD M t/Q), as we prove below. 
First, we show that, for any z different from a and b, the relation 
~={(Q~q(a,b)Dlz~b,~~q(a,b)Dlz-ta),(~~q(a,b)Dlz~a,U~q(a,b)Dlz~b)} 
is a weak bissimulation up to expansion and up to context (defined below) and 
hence is contained in M [5,22]. From the latter fact, it easily follows that the relation 
{<QPD,aQD>,<aQD,apD>>u M is a weak bisimulation up to context (see [4]), and hence 
is again included in x. Thus (PD = (QD. 
Recall that &? is a weak bisimulation up to expansion and up to context iff, whenever 
A3?B and A -% A’, then there are a static context C[ . ] = ($(I? I[ .I), and processes 
Al and B1 s.t. 
A’-C[Al],B &k C[Bl] and A,i@B,. (4) 
Suppose now that A = @q(a, b)D) z --f b and B = QEq(a, b)D 1 z --) a (the other case is 
symmetrical). The only non-trivial case arises when p = z(w). Then we have A z(w! 
A ) @x).x + w dzf A’. The matching transitions for B are 
B ~BIiF(y).y-w 
-1, wy(B ( y -+ w ( b(x).x---t y) (interaction at a) 
-B~b(x).vy(x+y~y--tw) (laws for I and vx) 
2 B(?i(x).xwv (Lemma 4.3(a)). 
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Defining Ar d%f A, B1 dAf B and C[.] dAf [ .] lb( x .x--t w, we see that (4) is ful- ) 
filled. 
Incidentally, our counterexample shows that x and N are different on rta. Indeed, 
@b M 4Qb implies that ~~DY~~QD, which in turn implies P-Q in & in virtue of 
Corollary 4.8(2). From an observational point of view, in the absence of matching 
it is perfectly reasonable to regard the processes P and Q as equivalent: Eq(a,b) 
can transform any use of a into a use of b, and vice versa. There is no means of 
distinguishing a and b for an external observer without matching. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have provided an encoding from the asynchronous rc-calculus to 711 
and proved that two n,-processes are barbed equivalent if and only if their translations 
are in the closure of barbed bisimilarity under translated static contexts. This shows 
that external mobility can be programmed via internal mobility. 
A problem left open by the present paper is full abstraction of our encoding for 
barbed equivalence in rc, and rt1: i.e. whether the translations of two barbed equivalent 
processes in rc8 cannot be distinguished by any static context in n1 (not just by the 
translated ones). We suspect that, at least for rca, this is true. 
Another interesting problem is that of finding a tractable, bisimulation-like charac- 
terization of N_ on 7r,, which would allow us to reason about this equivalence in a 
more direct fashion. In [2], such a characterization is obtained for a version of rr, 
which includes matching and input-guarded summation. As already noted, in absence 
of matching processes such as P and Q in Remark 4.11 are equated by N_. 
Relationships between rra and the join-calculus should be investigated. The simplicity 
of our second encoding (which is fully compositional) indicates that the complications 
due to external mobility mainly arise because some terms of rc8 do not follow the type 
discipline of rri. Now, the join-calculus naturally enjoys an “inversion of polarity” dis- 
cipline similar to that of rca. This suggests that a translation of the join-calculus into n1 
might be even simpler than the translation of n, presented in this work. Moreover, the 
first of our encodings suggests that it might be possible to recast, in a traditional name- 
passing setting, some features of the join-calculus (like the unique-receiver property), 
by simply imposing to rcn, some natural type discipline. Some work in this direction 
has been made by Amadio [ 11. 
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